Case Study

How Synechron enabled 39 firms to complete a global trial of self-sovereign corporate KYC processes based on R3’s Corda blockchain platform
As banks and their corporate customers know from painful experience, traditional know-your-customer (KYC) processes are complex, time-consuming and often duplicative. These issues result from the fact that current KYC rules require each customer to exchange information with every financial institution with which they deal. For banks and corporates with many thousands of banking relationships, this results in delays and inefficiency and an inability to trade until the KYC processes are complete.

However, a “self-sovereign” corporate KYC solution can overcome these issues and transform the speed and cost of KYC for both banks and their corporate clients. It does this by enabling corporates to create and manage their own profiles – including relevant documentation – and then grant permission to multiple banks to access this data in real-time, greatly reducing the need for each institution to individually verify and update KYC records.

Blockchain’s native immutability is an inherent data validation mechanism making it an ideal technology to underpin a self-sovereign corporate KYC solution – and R3 Corda’s unique strengths in terms of interoperability and data privacy make it the ideal blockchain platform for such an application.

So, when the digital business consulting and technology services provider Synechron set out to build a blockchain-based self-sovereign corporate KYC solution, it chose to collaborate with R3. In June 2018, the platform that Synechron built – LEIA II – underwent a successful four-day collaborative pilot, with 39 participants completing more than 300 KYC transactions across 19 countries. It went without a hitch, paving the way to a future transformation of KYC processes worldwide.

The Pain-point in KYC

The problems that know-your-customer (KYC) processes pose, both to banks and their corporate customers, have been well-known for some time. However, in recent years the issues have worsened, exacerbated by pressure from regulators for financial institutions to enhance their KYC and on-boarding processes to meet ongoing compliance requirements. This development has proven that current KYC practices – requiring each customer to exchange and maintain information with every financial institution they deal with – are overly complex and costly. The result is that collecting and managing corporate clients’ data efficiently becomes a client relationship success factor for any institution.
Whilst the speed and efficiency of their KYC processes help to differentiate from other banks, the process around collecting and curating client details remains an expensive and repetitive low-value-add task. With most banks conducting their own internal KYC due diligence, there is significant process duplication and redundancy in the industry. This, in turn, brings opportunities to mutualize the costs. However, to date the opportunities for industry standardization have been limited by the fact that every bank takes a different approach to the KYC policy requirements, and the old mentality of trying to store data at central utilities becomes a data security problem.

Benefits of a Self-sovereign Model

To help overcome these issues, Synechron designed a self-sovereign corporate KYC solution based around distributing a single version of the truth. Crucially, the corporates using the solution would own their own data – including both its content and distribution – and have the guarantee of control in propagating a real-time version of that data to the banks with which they are dealing and to whom they would give permission to see it. This could be achieved by creating a single, decentralized self-sovereign KYC utility that would enable participants to create, manage and control access to their own identity, including the associated data and documentation.

“In this way, our self-sovereign KYC solution enables the corporate end-user to have a guarantee of the ownership and content of its data without having to trust a third-party to hold it, or a bank to find its own hidden view of the customer data,” says Synechron’s Tim Coates. “So, the user has full control: they can store the single version of the truth within its own firewalls without having to pass it to third-parties, and allow it to be permissioned and distributed securely and in real time to entities that it agrees need access to it.”

The KYC problem includes a data collection challenge, a data validation challenge, and a customer experience problem. Every single legal entity that a corporate customer has with a bank in every country must have a bilateral KYC relationship in that country – and that relationship requires ongoing maintenance. A corporate may have thousands of legal entities, and each of those entities may have five banking relationships. Each of those KYC processes may take three to five months to complete, and until they’re completed, the business can’t trade. So, it’s expensive for banks, it’s a pain for corporates, and it’s bad for the financial system as well.
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These capabilities differentiate a self-sovereign corporate KYC solution from the centralized KYC utilities that have emerged in recent years. The centralized models have faced two key barriers to adoption: first, the difficulty corporates face when requesting approval to store their data with a third-party, given the data privacy and security risks this raises; and second, the fact that banks often do not accept data that is sourced and validated by a third-party rather than coming direct from the customer. These issues have hampered take-up of centralized KYC solutions over the last few years.

Why R3’s Corda?

With blockchain identified as the optimal technology, the next step for Synechron was to choose the most suitable blockchain platform – and Corda was the clear first choice. In Coates’s view, Corda’s inherent advantages for financial services applications spring from the fact that R3 built the solution from the ground up specifically to meet the financial industry’s exacting requirements, rather than taking an existing blockchain framework and trying to fit it into a financial services context. “That showed a very impressive degree of foresight,” he comments.

Coates continues: “There are three real positives that we see in Corda – all of which are mostly born from the fact that it was built for the most challenging industry possible, which is financial services. The first is the interoperability of profiles and data between
other KYC networks or networks that need KYC information, for example trade finance. The second is the transaction-level privacy Corda provides: You can’t standardize everything in KYC, so you need very granular field-level control of your privacy – and other technologies available don’t do that as well as Corda does.”

He adds: “Corda’s third advantage is its production readiness and sustainability. We have a few question marks about how some other technologies would survive in the real-world ‘business-as-usual’ mode, where the solution needs to be upgraded and evolved constantly – and we think Corda is very robust in that regard. On top of these three inherent positives, Corda also has high adoption, which is a great non-technical rationale. Network effects of a KYC solution lead to self-perpetuating critical mass: so if a lot of firms run it, then a solution has non-linear growth in value.”

Working with R3 to Build the Solution

With Corda selected as the platform, Synechron set about collaborating with R3 to develop its solution, which is code-named LEIA and is now in phase II. Coates says the partners were able to hit the ground running. “Synechron already had built an internal accelerator on blockchain, so we had some experience, and R3 was aware of that,” he says. “Also, R3 has its own subject matter experts (SMEs) in KYC and identity, so we started by engaging with that expertise.”

As the development work advanced, the collaboration with R3 grew. “R3 provided a project manager for the development work with all 14 banks who were initially involved,” Coates recalls. “Obviously keeping them all working in synchronization toward a single goal required a lot of work. R3’s deep experience of working with its member banks meant it was very good at this stakeholder management, helping to make the LEIA II consortium very well-coordinated. Overall, R3 was very easy to work with – and obviously it also provides an exceptional piece of technology in Corda. So R3 contributed on all fronts: the SME level, the project manager level, and the technology level.”
Running the Global Trial

By mid-2018 the Corda-based LEIA II KYC solution was ready for its first global trial. Conducted successfully in late June 2018, the trial ran for four days and involved the completion of over 300 KYC transactions in 19 countries across eight different time zones. During it, banks were able to request access to customer KYC test data, while corporate customers could approve requests and/or revoke access. Customers were also able to update their test data – which was in turn automatically updated for all banks with permission to access it. The 39 participants in the trial (see information panel) deployed and ran a total of 45 nodes in Microsoft Azure, demonstrating the power of collaboration using shared business logic on the Corda network. The participants were able to communicate and manage test customer KYC data across the Corda network using a CorDapp designed and built by Synechron.

As Coates highlights, the trial provided a powerful demonstration of Corda’s ability to support a self-sovereign identity model capable of transforming KYC processes globally. “The trial showed that the Corda platform solves many of the KYC-specific requirements and supports gradual network adoption,” he says. “Blockchain’s immutability used as a new verification mechanism, and its peer-to-peer nature enabling greater data privacy, are two of the native features that have attracted many in the KYC sector to blockchain. The Corda-based trial was a big step toward solving some of the substantial problem statements behind corporate KYC, reworking the KYC utilities of the past – from centralized to decentralized, from trusted to trust-less, and from third-party data stores to controlling your own data.”
Next Steps

With the first global LEIA II trial completed, work is continuing on several fronts. One focus area is around the impacts of the European Union’s (EU’s) recently-introduced General Data Protection regulation (GDPR) on KYC – an issue that Synechron’s Tim Coates describes as “the elephant in the room.” He explains, “The right to forget is a requirement in GDPR – and blockchain’s immutability and the right to forget principle are polar opposites. You need to be able to segregate out data that identifies those people that have the right to forget. This is a challenge that we’re working on. There are a couple different options on how to approach this challenge with mixed trade-offs.”

Another area of focus for Synechron is creating the optimal user experience for corporate users. “While Corda’s user experience ticks the usual boxes for bank technologist, we’re looking to improve the ease of use from the corporate customer’s point of view, by building robotics layers on top of the Corda platform to ensure that we can plug and play easily into any corporate out there,” explains Coates. “We don’t want the corporate to spend months configuring the KYC solution to the Corda node inside their environment and then connecting it to all of their systems. We’re looking to streamline the user experience so it’s a much simpler undertaking for them.”

In terms of what Synechron is working on with its partners, the details are confidential – but what the company can say is that it’s currently zeroing in from the generic, global trial to a specific national scope. “We want to focus on a particular country and particular set of partners, and work with data providers who are incumbent in this space,” says Coates. “Incumbents do a lot of good work aggregating data from a vast array of stores around the world, and we’re not trying to disintermediate them. We need to work together and find their best business model too. Everyone wants to provide a better service and solve a big problem.”
The Future of KYC

So, what do the successful trial of LEIA II – and the progress that Synechron is continuing to make with its Corda-based solution – mean for the future of KYC? Synechron highlights two key implications. The first is the huge opportunity for cost reduction in today’s manually-intensive KYC world, where the sheer volumes of interactions and relationships mean even small improvements could save billions of dollars.

However, the other – ultimately more important – positive impact is on the wider ecosystem of solutions that require new KYC relationships in a digital blockchain world. Tim Coates comments: “For example, if you think about trade finance, there is always a KYC element to understanding who your counterparties are that you are contracting with. So, if there is a solution that expedites the KYC leg, those other solutions like trade finance will run a lot smoother. That is important for the future digital world.” It’s a world that’s already taking shape – and Synechron and R3 are helping to create it.
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